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The research problem

Joints of dissimilar materials provide venues for light weighting in many applications. Dissimilar materials can be joined with solid state joining techniques like friction stir welding, as well as fusion welding techniques, which allow improved control over melt pool and heat affected zone like laser welding. Either way, intermetallic compounds are inevitable in dissimilar material joints. These intermetallic compounds significantly affect the mechanical properties of the dissimilar joints. The fatigue and fracture characteristics of dissimilar joints are of particular interest for the applications where joints are subjected to cyclic loading. Therefore, it is desirable to understand the influence of the joining process parameters on the fatigue behaviour of the dissimilar joints. The joining process parameters directly affect the type, size and location of the intermetallic compounds formed during the joining process. The nature (type) of intermetallic compound and its distribution determines the fatigue performance of the joint. The objective of this work is twofold. First, to map the intermetallic compound formation to the joining process parameters. Secondly, to correlate the intermetallic compound formation to the fatigue behaviour of the dissimilar joints. This will enable the prediction of the fatigue behaviour of the dissimilar joints with respect to the joining process parameters.

Project aims

The aims of this project are:
1. Develop a model for predicting the size and location of intermetallic compounds formed during dissimilar joining, with respect to the process parameters.
2. Validate the intermetallic compound formation model against the experimental results from joint characterization.
3. Perform a parametric study of the effect of intermetallic compounds on the fatigue crack growth and fracture behaviour.
4. Develop a correlation between the fatigue characteristics and intermetallic compounds.
5. Integrate the correlation with the intermetallic compound prediction model, to predict the fatigue characteristics of the joint with respect to joining process parameters.

Expected outcomes

The outcomes of this project are:
1. A simulation method for intermetallic compound formation during dissimilar joining.
2. A simulation method for predicting the fatigue characteristics of dissimilar joints.
3. Process parameter selection strategy for optimised amount of intermetallic compounds and desired fatigue properties of dissimilar joints.

How will the project address the Goals of the above Themes?

Joints play a significant role in modern manufacturing, since virtually all products are fabricated from multiple components/parts. However, limitations with mechanical properties of dissimilar joints significantly reduce the choice of the materials which can be used for such applications. This project addresses this challenge by investigating a very important mechanical characteristic (fatigue) of dissimilar joints. This justifies the manufacturing theme. In order to predict the intermetallic compound formation and fatigue behaviour of the dissimilar joints, computational simulations will be performed. This justifies the advanced computational engineering and simulation themes.
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Computational skills, MATLAB, Microstructural characterization
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